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Summer Stress Relievers
Play with puppies

Read a book

Need some entertainment for your summer?
Check out our editors’ picks for what to do,
what to read, what to watch and what to
listen to.

Watch a movie

Listen to music

Check out more editors’ picks on pages 18-19

Campus Safety Profiles

Basketball Recruit

Just Sayin’

Who are some of the members of campus
safety? Meet some of them and find out more
about them on pages 4-5.

The Gatorade Rhode Island player of the year
will be playing for the Lady Jackets next
year. Read about her and the other recruits
on pages 8-9.

Becca reminisces on her four years at Cedarville in her last column. Read more on page 2
to find out what impact Cedarville had on her
life and her advice for students and graduates.

Just Sayin’...

The End.
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Thank you for reading Cedars
this year. Next year, look for
a new issue each month on
newsstands in the upper and
lower SSC.
- Your Cedars Staff

The Staff

Hard as it may
be to believe, my
four years here at
Cedarville are finalBecca Kochsmeier
ly coming to a close.
Four years filled with late-night Taco Bell
runs, hastily written papers, tiny dorm
rooms and disastrous intramural dodgeball teams. The greatest four years I could
imagine.
This place and these people have
meant so much to me and have had an immeasurable impact on my life and future.
Whether you are a freshman, sophomore,
junior or senior, never take for granted
the time you’ve been given here. And never forget the lessons you’ve learned.
One of the biggest impacts Cedarville
has had on my life is the encouragement
of my spiritual growth. From my first day
on campus, the Lord began working in my
heart to seek him above all else, to reject
indoctrination and to make my faith truly
my own. I’ve been faced with so many difficult questions through my Bible classes,
various chapel messages and personal
experiences here. And I am extremely
thankful for this institution’s dedication
to presenting the truth of God’s Word and
allowing students the freedom to wrestle
with tough questions, because sometimes
there aren’t easy answers.
As you journey on from here, whether
in one week or in four years, I urge you to
be a critical and deep thinker. You will be
confronted with countless opposing views
and beliefs, all claiming to be the truth.
If you only rely on the words spoken by
your parents, professors or chapel speakers, never having explored the issues
yourself, how will you survive spiritually
once you are on your own? It’s important
to know what you believe, but it’s equally
important to know why you believe it. At
the end of your exploration, you very well
may end up at the same conclusions, but
you’ll have the benefit of knowing how
you got there and your faith will be that
much stronger.
It is true that some leave the faith altogether after they leave this place. They

explore and examine what they’ve been
taught and conclude that it’s all a hoax,
that it’s not worth their time. But the fear
of rejecting Christianity should never be
an excuse to stop evaluating and questioning.
Perhaps the reason so many people
do reject this faith is because they were
never given the freedom to ask questions
and wrestle with doubt. Please don’t forget that an unexamined belief is a blind
faith. It’s okay to ask questions. It’s okay
to have doubts. God isn’t bothered by
that. As author David Dark says, “Any
God who is nervous, defensive or angry in
the face of questions is a false god.” The
God we serve is big enough to handle any
questions or doubts we might have.
But please, in all of your searching
and working out your faith with fear and
trembling, remember the truth of Scripture. You can question and evaluate and
explore options until your brain is on the
verge of exploding, but if you reject the
truths clearly outlined by God’s Word,
you’ll live a misguided life, perhaps blissfully unaware of the consequences.
True Christianity isn’t easy. It’s not
comfortable and safe. Faith in Christ demands a radical change and a continual
submission to the work of the Holy Spirit.
In my own life, I have seen how the Holy
Spirit has been working in me, convicting me of incorrect preconceived notions
and slowly revealing to me the truths and
mysteries of God’s Word. It can be a painful process — after all, dying to yourself
doesn’t come naturally. But I promise you
it’s worth it. Christ is the ultimate source
of joy and hope and purpose. He gave everything for us and he’s worth everything
we have.
Regardless of what happens in the
years ahead, trust Christ and love him
with your entire being. Faith in Christ is
not a competition. It’s not a list of do’s
and don’ts. It’s not a feel-good initiative
for a carefree life. It’s a lasting relationship, a beautiful and bittersweet journey,
a reason to hope and celebrate no matter
what comes.

Lauren Eissler, Managing Editor & Campus News Editor; Anna Dembowski, Assistant Campus News Editor; Becca Kochsmeier, Arts & Entertainment Editor;
Mary Miller, Off-Campus News Editor; Erik Johnson, Sports Editor; Jillian Philyaw, Photography Editor; Madison Troyer & Kate Norman, Copy Editors;
Mary Kate Browning, Digital Editor; Jessi Kersey, Assistant Digital Editor; Jenni Hodges, Design Director; Kristen Craig, Melissa Johnson & Hannah
Wagner, Designers; Danielle Petek, Advertising Director; Joe Grom, Web Developer; Kelly Gilbert, Administrative Assistant; Jeff Gilbert, Faculty Adviser
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Instagram Contest Winner
Congragulations, Sarah Sosa!

The Year in Tweets

Congratulations to Sarah Sosa for winning our #CedarvilleSunset
photo contest on Instagram. Sarah’s photo (left) won by receiving the
most likes. Bethany Teixeira’s photo (right) had the second-most likes,
earning honorable mention. Thank you to everyone who participated.
Follow us on Instagram (@CedarsatCU) for more contests next year.

Sports Tweet
Theater Tweet?

Coming
Soon

Website Redesign
This summer, ReadCedars.com
will be receiving a makeover.
We’re working to make our online
content easier for viewers to
navigate and enjoy. We hope to
have our new website up later this
summer.

Resound
Radio
“Your Music. Your Faith.”
Visit Us Online

ResoundRadio.com
Facebook.com/
ResoundRadio
@CUResoundRadio (Twitter)

ReadCedars.com
Check out our weekly online stories and videos
Facebook.com/CedarsatCU
All the latest Cedars’ news
@CedarsatCU (Twitter and Instagram)
Story links, photos, updates and more

Visit Us Online Between Issues
April 2014
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Behind the Badge

Who are some of the members of Cedarville’s campus safety?

by Steve Clark

C

edarville students regularly encounter campus safety members during the course of an average day. From replacing ID cards to unlocking a
dorm lounge, the responsibilities of Cedarville campus safety are considerably varied. However, much of the work done by these officers is
behind the scenes. Who are they, what do they do, and why do they do it? This article describes just a few of the several individuals of this
department to provide some insight into those who serve Cedarville University.

Lt. James Bowersox

Students may easily recognize Lieutenant
James Bowersox, one of
several Campus Safety officers. Though students
may see him around the
school performing various
tasks, Bowersox has quite
a few responsibilities, including overseeing safety equipment, smoke
detectors and fire extringuishers.
“I’m responsible for upkeep on patrol cars.
I’m the person when somebody needs a new
piece of equipment or a uniform; they come
talk to me,” Bowersox said.
A 30-year veteran of Cedarville Campus
Safety, Bowersox works internally in the organization by serving his fellow officers and helping students.
“I do door unlocks, vehicle unlocks, jumpstarts – the more ‘campus officer’ things,” he said.
Bowersox said he had been in law enforcement for quite some time prior to Cedarville.
After serving with the Air Force military police
for four years, Bowersox learned of the opening at Cedarville from his father, which was the
beginning of a multi-generational involvement
at Cedarville.
“My father and mother both worked here.
My parents were students back in the 60s,”
Bowersox said.
Although he was not a Cedarville student,
he mentioned that his wife is an alumna and
that all three of his children are Cedarville
graduates as well.

Sgt. Bill Randolph
Sgt. Bill Randolph
works full time as a night
officer for campus safety.
He is also the senior pastor
at First Baptist Church in
Yellow Springs and runs
several radio stations.
“I do get tired sometimes,” Randolph said.
Though Randolph supervises the night
shift, he frequently interacts with students.
“It may vary from something minor –
a parking ticket – to something major, like
an accident. ‘Hey, my car won’t start. Hey, I
locked my keys in the car,’” Randolph said.
In addition to being an officer, Randolph
said he enjoys time with his family. He lives
with his wife, Florence, and youngest son,
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“It was just an opening. I knew it would be
a good work environment since it was a Christian college,” he said, explaining his choice to
come to Cedarville.
Though his children have grown up and
left home, Bowersox shared a few of the hobbies that keep him busy outside of work. He
said he is a NASCAR fan and enjoys riding
his motorcycle. He also collects diecast cars,
collectible vehicle models cast out of a mold,
which he said his grandchildren enjoy.
“I have a small train set I like to run
around and play with,” Bowersox said. “I’ve got
quite a collection accumulated.”
Bowersox said he enjoys his job and likes
interacting with the students, as he is involved
on both the positive and negative sides of campus safety.
“I’m the dark knight when I have to give
a ticket. I’m the knight in shining armor the
night they need assistance,” he said.
Though the negative side isn’t always enjoyable, Bowersox said that it is a necessary
part of Campus Safety, and it also provides a
service for students.
“It’s a way of showing the students what
real life is gonna be like,” he said. “When they
get out, there will be responsibilities and rules
they need to follow. It’s necessary to keep peace
on campus.”
Whether he’s writing a parking ticket or
jump-starting a student’s dead vehicle, Bowersox doesn’t see himself going anywhere else.
“I like my job. I’m either going to be buried
here or be carried off of here,” he said. “I’m not
sure what I would want to do besides here.”

William, a Cedarville graduate. His four other
children are spread out across Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Randolph said ministry also serves as one
of the biggest parts of his life.
“It’s a calling. Nothing else. It’s a call by
God,” he said.
Randolph said he was certain he was called
into ministry in 1982.
“I went and shared it with my mother. She
said, ‘I know it. I knew it when I was carrying
you,’” Randolph said. “She had this big box filled
with material on preaching and on pastoring
that she had been saving. She said, ‘I kept it for
you, but I wasn’t going to give it to you until you
announced your calling.’”
Shortly afterward, Randolph began pastoring at First Baptist Church in Jeffersonville, where he remained for 30 years. He

Doug Chisholm
Campus safety’s
director Doug Chisholm has served
Cedarville nearly a
quarter of a century.
But this isn’t
Chisholm’s
first
round of public
safety; he formerly worked in the public
safety department at a hospital in Rochester, New York.
“After working 15 years there, I started
to think, ‘It would be really great to work at
a Christian college or university and do the
same thing I’m doing here,’” he said.
Chisholm moved to Cedarville with
his wife in 1991.
“I felt it would be great. As a Christian
school, my ideology was much more compatible than a purely secular environment,”
he said.
As the director of campus safety, Chisholm has many behind-the-scenes responsibilities, so a typical student may not
encounter him frequently.
“What I do is emergency preparedness,
security and law enforcement, risk management, occupational safety and health,” Chisholm said.
But despite his business involvement,
Chisholm still finds opportunities to interact
with students.
When students come in to work on

then moved to his current position in Yellow
Springs.
Randolph also serves as the chaplain for
the Central State men’s basketball team.
“I help them deal with life issues,” he said.
Randolph also ministers through radio,
seeking to reach a different crowd than the
church he speaks to on Sundays.
“I own a hip-hop station, I have a radio
show in Columbus,” Randolph said.
With such a varied resume, Randolph said
he feels the weight of it occasionally.
“I’ve got a lot of different things on my plate.
And man, I don’t complain about it one bit.”
Randolph said he hopes to write a book
and stay in the ministry.
“On my bucket list one day is to go fulltime in ministry,” he said. “This is what I was
called to do.”
April 2014
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various projects or proposals, particularly with big
events such as Elliv, Chisholm explained that he
meets with students to discuss safety and fire code
issues.
“I thought it would be exciting. That was
one of the aspects I said to myself that would
be really neat: the students,” said Chisholm,
explaining his decision to come to Cedarville.
Chisholm, who has now been involved with
public safety for nearly 40 years, also is a part of
the village council.
“I thought that it would be good to be involved for community issues. In my position, it’s
good to be on the council for the Cedarville village and university as far as relations go.”
Chisholm has a number of additional responsibilities: serving as the president pro tempore of the council, chairman of the public relations committee and a member of the finance
committee.
He is involved with community events such
as CedarFest and formerly helped students work
on projects in the community.
“That keeps me pretty active,” he said.
With the spare time he still has, Chisholm
said he enjoys going to the gun range. He continues to work in other areas, such as public speaking regarding active shooter preparedness and
violence in the workplace.
“Some day I would kind of branch off and
do some of that. For the time being I enjoy doing
what I’m doing.”

Marilyn Ware
Marilyn Ware is a
worker students more
frequently
encounter
over email – unless they
need a new ID, a passport
photo, a van license or a
few other services provided by campus safety.
“My dad kind of
steered me towards secretarial work,” Ware
said. “I’ve done it all my life. I enjoy it.”
Ware, a Cedarville resident since 1978,
is the office manager for campus safety.
Though Ware has worked at Cedarville for
some time, her family remains her passion.
“I wasn’t real career minded when I was
in high school,” she said. “I wanted to have a
family and raise my kids. That was my main
love.”
After her children grew up and married,
Ware began working at Cedarville. She said
three of her children are spread across the United States, and one of her daughters is a missionary in Thailand with her husband.
“We have had the privilege of traveling to Thailand, Singapore and Hong Kong.
We’ve traveled the world. It’s amazing,”
Ware said.
Besides her traveling, Ware has been involved with Cedarville students and the community through the village council.

Advancing Careers in

HEALTH
SCIENCES
The IWU School of Health Sciences offers students the opportunity
to expand knowledge in three programs that are in high demand in
health care education. Our programs provide graduate students the
opportunity for hands-on research and clinical experience in state of
the art classrooms for an engaging learning experience that is
essential to success.

April 2014

“We work with students a lot that volunteer to do things in the village,” she said.
“I love the students at Cedarville University.
They’re great. Any time you say you’re from
Cedarville, people will tell you they are always
impressed.”
In addition to her daily work with students, Ware has served as a main communicator to the student body through campus emails.
“I liked to send out little poems in order
to break up people’s day, to give them a little
fun thing to look at,” she said.
Ware’s husband also works at Cedarville
on the grounds staff. She said they plan to
stay at Cedarville for the foreseeable future.
“This is our home. We love Cedarville,”
she said.
In the meantime, Ware said she plans
to continue working for campus safety, along
with cross-country bicycling with her husband, a favorite hobby of hers. She expressed
thankfulness at the opportunities she has had
throughout life.
“Here I am, just a normal person, but
look what God has done for us. We’ve traveled the world. I can’t tell you how much the
Lord has blessed us. We are so grateful.”
Steve Clark is a sophomore liberal arts major and reporter for Cedars. He hopes one
day to become a pastor and to set a world
record for total miles driven in a minivan.

Master of Public Health
The MPH program prepares students for a career
where they will address the complex health
problems of 21st century households, communities,
and organizations. This 45 credit hour generalist
degree will prepare students to influence public
health on a local, national or global level.
Marion, Indiana

Occupational Therapy
Doctorate
Graduates holding a Baccalaureate degree or
higher will be prepared to provide compassionate,
creative, ethical, and evidence-based services in an
increasingly diverse and technologically advanced
world.
Marion, Indiana

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Marion, Indiana

866-498-4968

indwes.edu

Master of Science in Athletic
Training Post-Professional
Designed for students who are certified Athletic
Trainers, the degree is a 33-hour, Post-Professional
athletic training degree which provides graduate
students with the knowledge and clinical education
to enhance their practice as certified athletic
trainers.
Primarily delivered online, but with a single
two week on-campus intensive instruction
session in Marion, Indiana
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Forensics Team Wins Big at Nationals
Cedarville’s forensics team took first place in the Division II
speech and sweepstakes competitions in California this year

by Bethany Brock

E

very member of Cedarville’s forensic
speech team brought home a trophy after competing in the National Christian
College Forensics Invitational in California in
early March.
The team placed first in speech in Division
II out of 26 other teams and first in sweepstakes, which is uncommonly good according
to Rebecca Adams, freshman business management major and forensic speech member.
“All seven of us broke to semifinals or finals and that’s not a common thing. It’s pretty
unheard of, so we recognized the blessing that
we were able to continue to compete,” she
said.
Derrick Green, assistant professor of communications and forensics coach, said the team
was committed to God and that they could
have received no trophies and their mindset
still would have been the same.
“I feel blessed that God choose to honor
that commitment with competitive success,”
he said.
Forensic speech is an umbrella term that
encompasses competitive speech and debate.
Speech is broken down into individual events
within three categories: limited preparation
events, public address, and oral interpretation
of literature.
Speech tournaments consist of nine
events: prose, drama, programmed oral interpretation, poetry, extemporaneous and impromptu, public address, informative, persuasive and after dinner speaking.
Each one of the team members competed
in at least one of the nine events at Nationals.
Green compares speech to track and field.
One team competes with individual team
members competing in individual events to
contribute to the overall success of the team.
Being on the forensics team is just like being on any team, said Rae McKee, freshman
journalism major and forensic speech team
member.
“You all become really close family – it’s
a group effort,” McKee said. “You have to be
there for and support each other. You can’t go
at it alone.”
Cedarville’s speech team consists of seven
members: five freshmen and two seniors. According to Adams, the five freshmen team
members have lovingly been nicknamed the
“Fab Five” by their coach and by the two senior
members of the team.
Green said the team began developing its
mindset for the Christian National tournament
at the beginning of the year. For Green, doing
as competitively well as the team did came as
a result of the team’s commitment to honoring
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Photo provided by the forensics team
Coach Derrick Green and the forensics team met and prayed before rounds in all their tournaments,
including Nationals. During Nationals, team members who weren’t competing would pray for their
fellow team members who were competing.
God.
“It’s too late when you get to a competition to decide what your focus is going to be
on,” Green said. “We talked about it from day
one of the school year that when we get to the
Christian National Tournament that we will
have developed a mindset and a spiritual maturity that says that every round is the best we
can offer to God.”
Commitment to God is the key, according
to Green, especially when there are so many
things that are out of the team’s control in tournaments. For example, one judge can end a
team member’s tournament, but the team can’t
get caught up in those kinds of possibilities.
“What we want to get caught up in is giving our best to God, because then it doesn’t
matter that you didn’t clear the higher round,
because God is pleased and you get a higher
reward there than what you’re going to get for
clearing finals,” he said.
When every team member was able to
compete in at least one semifinal or final round,
Green said he was happy to tell them that all of
them would be competing on Monday, the last
day of tournament, and that all of them had at
least one more event to compete in.
Doug Malcolm, senior theatre major and
forensic speech team member, describes the
moment he and Green read the names when

the results for semifinals and finals were posted.
The postings about who broke to the next
round of completion weren’t posted until late
at night, according to Malcolm. Most of the
team members went back to the hotel room,
but Malcolm stayed with Green to wait for the
postings.
“When they finally posted the list, I see my
name and Derrick gives me the biggest bear
hug. And then we see someone else’s name and
someone else’s name,” he said.
When Malcolm and Green saw that every
team member was moving on, they went to the
hotel room to tell the other members about the
results.
“When he walked into the hotel room, everybody grew really quiet and Derrick said that
every single one of them needed to have their
game face on because they had all moved on,
and everyone went nuts,” Malcom said. “It was
so exciting to share that with them.”
After the tournament was over, McKee
said there wasn’t a big celebration after placing
first in Division II. Instead, she said the whole
tournament was a sort of celebration.
“We weren’t focused on winning,” McKee
said. “We definitely wanted that, but winning
wasn’t why we were there.”
Adams said God was able to work in ways
where the team was able to set aside the worry
April 2014
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of competition and have peace over whatever
happened.
“The whole tournament was a total act of
worship to God,” she said.
For Green, the winning moment didn’t
start with seeing the names on postings of the
final rounds.
“The moment started when I watched this
young group of students commit to honoring
God, and then as a result of that commitment,
God honored them with competitive success,”
Green said.
Adams said that anything, whether academic or extracurricular, that is performed at
such a high level is a wonderful experience and
something that probably not many people have
experienced.
In addition to committing the tournament to Christ, Green set another goal for the
team for Nationals: to pray before every round
and specifically for every member of the team
before they competed.
Even though the Christian National tournament consisted of Christian schools, Green
said he wanted Cedarville’s team to be the
most prayed-up team at the competition – especially before semifinal and final rounds.
“We competed in a lot of final rounds at
this tournament, so we had to do a lot of praying,” Green said.
Whenever other team members weren’t
competing, they would pray for their fellow
team members who were competing.
“I wanted each member to have a sense
that they were being prayed for during that
time period that they were delivering their
piece,” Green said. “That spiritual aspect is
something we are committed to.”
Adams said that the team always prays before rounds in all of their tournaments, which
is a tradition they carried into Nationals.
“We intentionally circled around each
other and just went around in prayer and had
a conversation with God and he blessed our efforts,” she said.
McKee said that the environment at nationals was pleasant because all of the members were relaxed and having fun and all of the
members got to know each other better as a
team.
“All of us connected,” McKee said. “It
was cool to see how God brought us together
to work as a team and that’s why we have so
much fun at tournaments. We just had a lot of
laughter the whole week. The atmosphere of
what our team is like is very joyful.”
Some of Adams’ favorite memories from
the year occurred when the team was driving
back to Cedarville at the end of a weekend after
competing at a tournament.
After competing all day, Adams said that
everyone was usually tired and excited and
probably had had too much caffeine. Green
found out that the “Fab Five” liked Taylor
Swift, so he would play Taylor Swift songs after
tournaments.
“The whole team, including Coach, sings
Taylor Swift songs at top of our lungs,” Adams
April 2014

said. “We have so much fun with something so
mundane as playing a Taylor Swift song. It is a
fun memory and something our team will always enjoy doing together.”
Green said his favorite parts about coach-

“We don’t
compromise our
values, we don’t
compromise who we
are, but we respect our
competition and they
respect us. Watching
students develop
those relationships
that often lead to
opportunities to
present the Gospel is
the most important
reason why we do this
at Cedarville. We as
a team are committed
to the testimony
of Jesus Christ
in intercollegiate
competition. That’s
our goal.”
Derrick Green

Forensics team coach
ing the forensics team are being able to build
relationships with students, having the opportunity to coach and mentor students, and
watching students learn how to represent
Christ well.
He said that although it’s nice to win
awards, the bottom line is that they are temporary.
“The lasting thing is how to help a young
person to become a mature believer who can
represent his or her faith well. That’s the most
important thing.”

This is especially important when Cedarville’s team competes in environments that
require a strong witness and where it is important to represent Christ well.
“As a result of representing Cedarville
and Christ well, Cedarville is a well-respected
school in intercollegiate speech competition,”
Green said. “We don’t compromise our values, we don’t compromise who we are, but we
respect our competition and they respect us.
Watching students develop those relationships
that often lead to opportunities to present the
Gospel is the most important reason why we
do this at Cedarville. We as a team are committed to the testimony of Jesus Christ in intercollegiate competition. That’s our goal. That’s our
model.”
Adams said that competing in speech has
shaped every aspect of her life and will continue to do so as she has grown individually,
spiritually and in her relationships with her
teammates.
“I can’t think of a better thing to be doing.
It’s something that will help me in business but
it is also something that is a good skill to have
– the power of communication,” she said.
Green said, “You can’t go pro in competitive speech. This will pass away. It’s going to
be the other things in your life that are going
to be the things to impact where you are after
graduating from Cedarville.”
Green said his hope is that being in speech
will help his students in other endeavors in life
and for it to not become the end-all be-all of
their life.
He said he stresses that being a successful
member of the speech team is not all-consuming.
“In serving God, it’s important to save
room for Him to do other things with you
other than speech,” Green said. “All seven of
my students have very active lives outside of
competitive speech. In some cases the competitive speech helps them in other areas of
their life.”
Green said there are some tournaments
where there are competitive results that are
not paired with the spiritual maturity level of
the team.
Other times, there are tournaments where
there is a high spiritual maturity level but not
necessarily competitive results.
“This is a situation where by the grace of
God where we ended up with both the competitive results and the great spiritual results,”
he said.
Cedarville’s forensics team was able to
add new trophies to its collection this year.
“These trophies are a result of hard work,”
Green said, “but they are also a result of our
commitment to honoring God with our abilities and he has rewarded us with competitive
success.”
Bethany Brock is a senior journalism major
and reporter for Cedars. Coming from Denver, she had never seen a cornfield until her
first visit to Cedarville.
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Recruits Hold Promise

Seven freshman recruits, including Gatorade’s Rhode Island Player of the Year, are
joining the women’s basketball team for the 2014-15 school year

Photo courtesty of Cedarville sports information
Cedarville women’s basketball recruit Taylor Buckley of Rhode Island signs her letter of intent. Clockwise from left are her mother Joyce Buckley, father
Paul Buckley, high school coach Bob Simeone and teammate Allie Barton.

by Deanne Bradshaw

T

he Lady Jackets will welcome seven
freshmen to the basketball team this
fall. Taylor Buckley, one of the seven recruits, was named the Gatorade Rhode Island
Girls’ Basketball Player of the Year in March
for the second time.
This award recognizes athletic excellence
among high school athletes along with academic achievement and exemplary character.
Kirk Martin, women’s basketball head
coach, said the award speaks to the type of
person Buckley is on and off the court.
“Clearly the athletes that win their state’s
Gatorade Player of the Year are very talented
athletes,” Martin said. “We know that. We are
counting on Taylor’s ability to come in and
help us right off the bat. But what I’m thrilled
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“We are thrilled with
our recruiting class.
All our athletes are
highly talented.”
Kirk Martin

Women’s basketball coach
with is that it speaks to her character and to
who she is as a person.”
When the award was announced, Buckley was averaging 15.5 points, 11.9 rebounds,

2.1 blocks and 1.5 steals per game for North
Kingstown High School. She led Division 1 in
scoring, rebounding and blocked shots during
the 2012-13 season.
Martin said he is excited about Buckley’s
ability to rebound.
“Teaching rebounding seems to be a Godgiven want to do it or you don’t want to do it,
and she loves to do the dirty work to rebound,”
Martin said. “She’s very athletic. She knows
how to face up and she also can play with her
back to the basket. We like to play fast and she
runs the floor very well.”
Beyond her athletic ability, Buckley has
excelled off the court. She has maintained an
A average grade point during high school, has
been a junior member of the Prudence Island
Volunteer Fire Department, gone on a mission
trip to Belize, volunteered at the Providence
April 2014

SPORTS
Rescue Mission and served as a youth basketball coach.
“She clearly loves the Lord and she has
had the opportunity to show in many ways
while she was in high school,” Martin said. “I
think that she will really enjoy the Christian
ministry aspect of our team.”
Buckley is not the only talented recruit
that the Lady Jackets are excited about. Regina Hochstetler, Kaitlyn Holm, Haley Tyler,
Bre Watterworth, Emily Williams and Abby
Wolford will also be joining the squad.
“We’re thrilled with our recruiting class,”
Martins said. “All our recruits are highly talented.”
Hochstetler, Williams and Wolford were
named to the most prestigious all-star game in
Ohio and all three will be playing in it.
With this much talent coming to the team,
Martin said the coaching staff is excited to see
how all the athletes will come together.
“Because of seven freshmen, it’s going to
require a lot of evaluation and a lot of coaching from our staff to see who plays well with
who, what are their strengths, what are their
weaknesses,” Martin said. “It’s going to be fun
to put together seven freshmen that definitely
know how to play with our returning players.
It’s going to be interesting to see how all seven
of these pan out understanding the academic
side, Christian ministry side, and the commitment to basketball and how they develop. We
don’t really know what we have besides that
we have talented athletes.”
While there is much expectation, Martin
said the real proof of one’s ability as a college
athlete happens with the hard work once they
get here.
“Everyone comes in with high hopes but
not everyone can fight their way through it
and continue to get better,” he said. “If we’ve
hit the mark and these guys want to get better,
we’re going to be really good.”
Martin said this year’s seniors are leaving
the Lady Jackets with a big gap to fill.
“When you graduate six seniors, you’re
needing to replace a lot,” he said. “God has
been really good to us. We needed a good recruiting year and we seem to have had it. They
have the opportunity, with their development,
to say they are one of the best recruiting classes to ever come through here.”
With this new talent coming in, Martin
said he is still counting on his returning core
to lead the team.
“We’ve got the seven older girls and five
girls that have started at some point during
the year coming back,” Martin said. “We’re
going to give the seven freshmen time to develop. We hope that they understand how college basketball works quickly, but we feel like
we’ve got some players returning that we are
excited about, too.”
Deanne Bradshaw is a senior organizational
communications major and sports reporter
for Cedars. She loves coffee and playing soccer and will be moving to London after graduation.
April 2014
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Hero or Traitor?

The Ethics of Snowden’s Surveillance Leak
Edward Snowden has released classified information about the NSA’s actions of mass
surveillance on Americans, allies and threats. Some support him; others do not.
by Michael Shoemaker

I

n May 2013, Edward Snowden traveled
from Hawaii to Hong Kong where he met
with journalist Glenn Greenwald and documentary director Laura Poitras. Since May,
Snowden has released thousands of sensitive
documents, revealing the existence of multiple
surveillance programs, many run by the National Security Agency (NSA).
Snowden released numerous classified
government documents to Greenwald and
Poitras. He claimed that government agencies such as the NSA were abusing the power
of mass surveillance. According to Snowden,
these abuses were infringing on the rights of
American citizens.
“Some of these things are abuses,”
Snowden said in his June 6 interview with Greenwald. “These things need to be determined
by the public, not by someone who was just
hired by the government.”
When he was asked what drove him to reveal NSA mass surveillance, Snowden said, “If
living unfreely, but comfortably, is something
you’re willing to accept you can get up every

“Even if you’re not
doing anything
wrong, you’re
being watched and
recorded... (The NSA)
can derive suspicion
from an innocent life
and paint anyone
in the context of a
wrongdoer.”
Edward Snowden

NSA whistleblower
day, you can go to work, you can collect your
paycheck for relatively little work against the
public’s interest. But if you realize that that’s
a world you helped create, and it’s going to get
worse as the next generation extends the capabilities of this sort of architecture of oppression, you realize that you might be willing to
accept any risk and it doesn’t matter what that
is so long as the public gets to make their own
decision about how that’s applied.”
While Edward Snowden only recently
brought mass surveillance to the public’s attention, it has existed for many years.
According to a 2001 BBC documentary
titled, “Q&A: What you need to know about
ECHELON,” global surveillance began as early
as the 1940s when the United Kingdom, the
United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand formed the UKUSA Agreement.
Also known as “Five Eyes,” this multilateral agreement established intelligence cooperation between the five nations. This resulted
in the creation of a global surveillance network
code-named “ECHELON” in 1971.
Initially, the ECHELON surveillance system was intended to monitor Soviet communications during the Cold War. By the 1990s,
ECHELON was allegedly capable of monitor-
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ing up to 90 percent of all internet usage.
The United States government, according
to a BBC correspondent, still refuses to admit
the existence of ECHELON.
Some say that Snowden has put the American people in great danger, despite his intentions.
In a March 25 interview with Bret Baier
of Fox News, General Keith Alexander, current
director of the NSA, said some of the information Snowden has could prove dangerous, “especially to our military operations and those
who are serving overseas.”
Others believe Snowden did the right
thing by releasing the sensitive documents to
the public.
“What was going on needed to come to
light,” said David Sickler, a senior broadcasting and digital media major. “However, I don’t
think he went about it in the best way. He
should have gone through some more appropriate channels before sending documents to
the media.”
Micah Howard, a freshman history major,
said he agreed.
“The government’s response to him has
been very telling. Overall, I agree with what he
did. Perhaps it could have been handled better, but I think it was something the American
people needed to know.”
What does this mean for Americans?
Should the average citizen be concerned? According to Snowden, the answer is yes.
“Even if you’re not doing anything wrong,
you’re being watched and recorded,” he told
Greenwald last June. “It’s getting to the point
where you don’t have to have done anything

“These things need
to be determined by
the public, not by
someone who was
just hired by the
government.”
Edward Snowden

NSA whistleblower
April 2014
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The National and
International Fallout
of NSA Data Collection

Brazil
Allegation: Monitoring President Dilma Rousseff’s emails
and phone calls
Reaction: Rousseff canceled her next visit to Washington and
condemned the US at the UN General Assembly

interNational
France

Germany

Allegation: Collection of over 70 million phonecalls, emails and
text messages in a 30-day period
Reaction: The French government demanded an explanation
from the US ambassador

Spain
Allegation: Monitoring over 60 million phone
calls in a 30-day period
Reaction: US ambassador summoned by the
foreign ministry office to explain
reports of US surveillance of Spain

National

Allegation: Potential monitoring of Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s cellphone
Reaction: Merkel complained directly to
President Barack Obama and
canceled a Cold War-era
surveillance agreement between
the two countries

Mexico
Allegation: Monitoring of both former President Felipe
Calderon and current President Enrique
Peña Nieto’s communications
Reaction: Peña Nieto’s administration is investigating
the matter, declaring the surveillance an
illegal act

8 in 10 internet users are opposed to
companies being able to share the
contents of their social media, internet
searches or email text, even by court order

Graphic by
Andrew Spencer

50% thought others would be “embarrassed or unhappy”
if they knew their online content was being monitored

61% of Americans oppose authorities obtaining their information
80% of Americans oppose companies sharing their information

wrong, you simply have to eventually fall under suspicion from somebody, even by a wrong
call. (The NSA) can derive suspicion from an
innocent life and paint anyone in the context
of a wrongdoer.”
As a result of these statements, the Obama
administration has fallen under a great deal of
scrutiny. According to the BBC, widespread
criticism has created a call for significant reform within Congress.
President Obama said in a speech in January that it remains necessary for the U.S. to
continue collecting large amounts of data, but
it must do so with respect for civil liberties.
According to the New York Times, President
April 2014

Obama plans to ask Congress to end much of
the NSA’s “systematic collection of data about
Americans’ (phone) habits.”
The Obama administration has also received a great deal of criticism from the international community. Last year, Snowden’s
files revealed that the U.S. has gathered intelligence not only from potential threats, but from
foreign allies as well.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel was furious to discover that the NSA had tapped her
private cell phone. President Obama continues
to defend the use of such intelligence gathering, claiming that it has aided in the preven-

tion of terrorist attacks both foreign
and domestic, reports the BBC.
Edward Snowden is currently a fugitive
from the United States government. While he
has been granted temporary asylum in Russia,
he is still wanted on charges of theft of government property, unauthorized communication
of national defense information and willful
communication of classified intelligence to an
unauthorized person.
Michael Shoemaker is a senior history major
and a reporter for Cedars. He enjoys playing
guitar, reading whatever he can get his hands
on and a hot cup of coffee.
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Putin’s Power on Display
The Crimean Peninsula is in Russian Control
by Kari Morris

signed a compromise with opposition leaders,
giving Ukraine a sign the battles might finally
be over. However, less than 24 hours later, Yanukovych disappeared from Ukraine.
In the following five days, Parliament
named speaker Oleksandr Turchynov as interim president, and elections for an official
president were set for May. Some small
pro-Russian protestor groups
assembled on the

P

olitical unrest in the European nation
Ukraine has been making world news
since November 2013. On Nov. 21, President Viktor Yanukovych backed out of a trade
deal with the European Union, which had been
in process since February.
In December, Yanukovych tied closer
bonds with Russia by sealing an economic trade deal to the outrage of
Europe-supporting
Ukrainians.
After that, protestors took to the
streets of Ukraine to express their
discontent with Yanukovych.
For two months, protestors worked against
the Ukrainian government. In that time, according to BBC News
Europe, at least 108 protestors were killed and
over 234 were arrested.
On Feb. 21, Yanukovych

eastern side of Ukraine, near the Russian border.
On Feb. 27, Russian troops occupied
Crimea, a peninsula connecting Ukraine to
Russia by a bridge. Russian president Vladimir Putin said he occupied Crimea to protect
ethnic Russians living there from the political

Ukraine By-the-Numbers

Ukraine
Conflict

Population: 44,000,000
Ethnic groups:
Government: Republic
Ukrainian – 78%
Unemployment rate: 8%
Russian – 17%
Population below
Others – 5%
poverty line: 24%
Composition:
Agricultural – 10%
industrial – 30%
services – 60%

Ukrainian parliament declares
independence from USSR
The Orange Revolution of Ukraine
begins after reports of a rigged
presidential election
Viktor Yanukovych is declared
president in a free and fair election
100,000 people protest the Ukraine
government’s decision to cut off talks
with the European Union in order to
seek closer ties with Russia

Ukraine
Conflict
Timeline

1991

2004 2010 2013

All 234 protesters arrested since
December 2013 are released
Yanukovych disappears,
leaving the country after a
parliament vote to remove
him from power

Ukrainian parliament passes
restrictive anti-protest laws

January 17

February 14

February 22

Barack Obama pledges to
stand with Ukraine during a
meeting with interim Prime
Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk
at the White House
Official results from Crimea's
secession referendum say 97% of
voters back a proposal to join Russia
Interim PM Yatsenyuk offers to send
more forces to counteract pro-Russian
occupation protests

March 12

March 16 april 11

2014
January 28

February 18

Ukrainian prime minister Mykola
Azarov resigns and the parliament
annuls the anti-protest laws
Sources: Washington Post, BBC News
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March 1

Graphic by
Andrew Spencer

March 13

Russia's parliament approves President
Vladimir Putin's request to deploy forces to
Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula
Protesters clash with police, resulting in fourteen
deaths and leaving hundreds wounded in the
worst violence since demonstrations began

Protesters occupy
government buildings,
calling for a referendum
on independence.

april 7

Ukraine's parliament
votes to create a 60,000
member national guard
to defend the country
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turmoil in the country.
Some believe Putin’s actions are not simply to protect his people. For instance, political
science professor Glen Duerr said he believes
Russia’s occupation of Crimea has a naval motivation.
“Russia has maintained a presence on the
port of Sevastopol on the southwest corner of
Crimea,” Duerr said. “That port has access to
the Black Sea. In Putin’s mindset, he was fearful the Russians would lose the port of Sevastopol if it remained on Ukrainian land. That is
part of the thinking behind occupying Crimea,
to maintain control of the port in Sevastopol.”
According to Duerr, the Russian/Ukrainian tension is not a recent development; there
has been tension over Crimea for around 60
years.
“The Crimean peninsula used to be, during the early part of the Soviet Union times,
part of Russia,” Duerr said. “In 1954 after Joseph Stalin died, Crimea was transferred from
the Russian Republic to the Ukrainian republic, kind of as a gift. Putin believes Crimea
should always be part of Russia, and was accidentally given to Ukraine when the Soviet
Union dissolved.”
World powers have taken measures to
send a message to Putin that occupying Crimea
did not go unnoticed. The G-7, an informal
group of world powers, suspended Russia from
group membership in late March as an expression of their discontentment with Putin’s leadership choices.
Michael McFaul, a former US ambassador
to Russia, wrote a New York Times op-ed urging the administration to continue to isolate
Putin, saying “Mr. Putin’s Russia has no real
allies. We must keep it that way.”
Although no one can predict what will
come in the weeks ahead for Ukraine, Duerr said there are several possibilities of what
world powers will do to try to diffuse the situation.
Some may take a more passive approach.
“Maybe this is just a Ukraine/Russia issue
and international powers should let them sort
it out,” Duerr said.
However, passivity may not portray the
right message to other world powers.
“If Russia takes Crimea and nobody opposes them, they change national borders and
create an international crisis in which other
countries may attempt to annex other nations,” Duerr said. “It would be a wise move
internationally to prepare NATO (the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization) forces, in case
something were to happen. That move sends a
message to Putin: Should he overstep bounds,
the world stage will counteract.”
The danger with this approach, according
to Duerr, is miscalculating the amount of forces needed to suppress Russia and therefore
causing a much larger problem.
However the rest of the world governments responds, the U.S. has chosen to back
Ukraine for now. In an April 22 meeting with
Ukrainian legislators, Vice President Joe Biden
April 2014

pledged additional American aid and 600 U.S.
troops in a show of support for the new Ukrainian government.
The aid does not come without strings.
“You have to fight the cancer of corruption that is endemic in your system right now,”
Biden said. “You face very daunting problems,
and some might say, humiliating threats, but

the opportunity to generate a united Ukraine
is within your grasp, and we want to be your
partner and friend in the project.”
Kari Morris is a sophomore psychology major and a reporter for Cedars. She loves longboarding with friends, playing Guitar Hero,
and pulling pranks on her unit-mates.
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Hobby Lobby Takes Contraceptives Case to Supreme Court
by Laura Jani

H

obby Lobby, a craft company created
and owned by a Christian family, is arguing in the Supreme Court that its First
Amendment rights have been violated by the
government requirement to provide insurance
with comprehensive contraceptive coverage.
This case is a response to the Affordable
Care Act of 2010, which mandates all people
and employers purchase acceptable insurance
policies containing a certain threshold of requirements, including contraceptive coverage.
The Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
passed in 1990, defines the individual’s religious
conscience rights under the First Amendment.
The act states that the federal government cannot make stipulations which are unduly burdensome for an individual or a company. Additionally, the government must choose the least
restrictive means to accomplish its goal.
The Supreme Court heard opening arguments in late March. It must decide whether
an undue burden has been placed on Hobby
Lobby by depriving the company of its religious conscience rights. Hobby Lobby’s case is
that the government did not choose the least
restrictive means, placing an undue burden on
the owner’s religious conscience rights.
History and law professor Marc Clauson
said he believes there is enough precedent in
previous Supreme Court cases to allow a company to argue that their religious rights have
been violated.
Companies have several options to avoid
providing contraceptives to employees. They
can pay a penalty to avoid providing government insurance, but Hobby Lobby argues that
this is a burden on the company.
“The key here is going to be what the Supreme Court considers to be ‘burdensome,’”
Clauson said. “They are going to be afraid of
opening up the floodgates to further litigation
down the road.”
Clauson said there is precedent that the
government has vested interest in issues such
as vaccinations and taxes. Government legal
representatives say if they allow Hobby Lobby
to claim religious conscience rights, it could be
a slippery slope. Others may do the same and
not fulfill other mandates of the health care law.
“It is a potentially problematic issue, but
I think the court has developed enough standards at this point that they are able to discern what an interest of the state is truly and
what’s not,” Clauson said. “They have done a
reasonable job of circumscribing the limits and
I don’t think this case would really have a big
effect on the courts in trying to do that. If anything, I think it would help clarify where the
limits of religious freedom are, which I think
we could use more of.”
Hobby Lobby does not want to provide
insurance coverage for the contraceptives it believes have the potential to be abortifacients, or
drugs that terminate a pregnancy through abor-
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1972

Hobby Lobby’s employee insurance
plans already cover all of the
contraceptives
of women use

The year the Green family founded Hobby Lobby in their
Oklahoma City garage with $600 in borrowed funds

$1.3 Million

93%

The daily ﬁne Hobby Lobby
will pay if they do not sign
up for government
insurance coverage

$11

Hobby Lobby’s minimum
wage for full-time
employees, more than
90 percent above the
federal minimum wage

vs.

100 Million

4 out of 20

The number of insurance
plans exempted from the
Aﬀordable Care Act for
secular reasons

The number of FDA-approved
contraceptives Hobby Lobby
cannot provide because they
may terminate human life

94 lawsuits have been ﬁled to challenge the contraceptive mandate
94% of these lawsuits have been successful
59% of voters oppose the contraceptive mandate
Sources: Washington Post, Becket Fund for Religious Liberty

tion, according to an interview Hobby Lobby
founder David Green had with Forbes Magazine.
“If they are abortifacients, I do not think
that individuals or companies should be required to directly or indirectly support the payment for those,” Clauson said.
Center for bioethics director Dennis Sullivan said he has thoroughly studied whether the
contraceptives in question are abortifacients.
Though birth control pills are not the contraceptive in question, Sullivan, who is a retired
general surgeon, said that there is no solid scientific evidence to prove that hormonal contraception methods ever act as abortifacients. The
biggest proof is that many women have healthy
pregnancies while on hormonal birth control
because it is not completely effective.
“Oral contraceptives are not abortive,”
said Sullivan. “That ship has sailed ethically.”
Emergency contraception, used after unprotected sex to prevent pregnancy, is more
controversial, and is the main focus of the Supreme Court case involving Hobby Lobby. It
includes methods such as Plan B, an over-thecounter emergency contraceptive, Ella, a prescription-only drug, and intrauterine devices
(IUDs) inserted after intercourse.
“It might be a little inconvenient to point
out to Hobby Lobby right now that Plan B is
not an abortifacient,” said Sullivan. “It is a politically-biased time. The argument is going to
come that the product label says that it is an
abortifacient, but we must remember that drug
companies have to cover all of their bases, not
by the virtue of any evidence.”
Sullivan said that IUDs potentially have
abortive properties. These mechanical devices,
which irritate the lining of the uterus, may interfere with ovum implantation.
Ella is the same drug used in some chemi-

Graphic by Andrew Spencer
cally induced abortions, just in a smaller dose.
When given in lower doses, it may not be abortive, but Sullivan said he still worries about the
effects of this drug.
“In a higher dose, you can abort with it until
the end of the first trimester,” Sullivan said. “As
a pro-life ethicist, you can see why I would be
much more concerned about Ella than Plan B.”
Sullivan holds the conception view of human personhood. When sperm meets egg, it is
called fertilization, or conception. In this view,
a one-celled embryo called a zygote is a person.
“I believe that an embryo has the same
moral status as you and I,” Sullivan said. “I
would want to be known as holding to that
view — the sanctity of human life from conception until death.”
Sullivan said rights of conscience should
not be based on feelings, but rather on rights.
The issue is not whether you feel uncomfortable with something, but rather whether you
have a reasonable concern that you are going
to do something immoral.
“Rather than jumping in and weighing in,
a truly informed citizenry will explore both the
political and ethical dimensions of every issue,” Sullivan said.
Clauson said the court will likely be divided on the issue, with four votes on each side
and one swing vote. This vote will likely belong
to Justice Kennedy. It is hard to tell what Kennedy’s decision will be because he has been
equally critical of both sides.
The results of Sebelius vs. Hobby Lobby
will likely be issued sometime in mid-June.
Laura Jani is a junior nursing major and a reporter for Cedars. She enjoys a freshly brewed
cup of coffee, learning the Spanish language
and traveling to new destinations.
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Rethink Creative Launches Fundraiser
Art for Orphans sells affordable art to raise money for Zambian orphans

David Valentine (left) is the co-founder of Rethink Creative, which provides artistic services including visual media, graphic design and fine arts. Adam
Brandt (center), a Cedarville admissions counselor, came up with the idea for Art for Orphans. Neal Samudre (right) is a writer for the Rethink Creative
team. According to Rethink’s website, Rethink represents “a community of creatives who consult and create to cultivate traction for unique artistic vision
in a cutting edge world.”

by Kaity Kenniv

R

ethink Creative, a small consulting
group, launched an innovative fundraiser called Art for Orphans in February.
The team leading Art for Orphans sells
original photography to raise funds for orphans in Zambia. Buyers can purchase the art
online for $10 a picture or $1 for an iPhone
background.
Art for Orphans began with a triangular
friendship between Rethink leaders, social
worker Katy Gibson and Cedarville admissions
counselor Adam Brandt.
Rethink Creative provides artistic services
including visual media, graphic design and
fine arts. Its website states, “We represent a
community of creatives who consult and create
to cultivate traction for unique artistic vision
in a cutting edge world.”
Katy Gibson works with Family Legacy,
a ministry that provides education, counseling, and physical and emotional support to orphans in Zambia.
She works specifically with a branch of
Family Legacy called Tree of Life. Located just
outside the country’s capital, Lusaka, Tree of
Life is a 130-acre plot with multiple homes for
Zambian orphans.
Brandt became aware of the needs in
Zambia and wanted to support his friend Gibson and her work with Family Legacy.
“I thought, ‘What creative way could I
help (Gibson) and also involve other people as
well?’” Brandt said.
His idea was to sell affordable art — specifically photography — with all profits going
to Gibson. He spoke to the Rethink team about
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his idea, and Art for Orphans was born.
“AFO exists because of Adam Brandt,” said
David Valentine, co-founder of Rethink. “And it
exists in a way that it is not only his drive but all
of the collaborators at Rethink. If it wasn’t for
Adam, it wouldn’t have happened.”
Improving the living conditions and overall quality of life for Zambian orphans is the
main goal of Art for Orphans, Brandt said.
World Vision reports that out of Zambia’s
population of 13 million, about half are unemployed and at least 85 percent live below the
poverty line. According to Unicef 2011 reports,
1.2 million orphans live in Zambia.
Family Legacy reports nearly half of the
Zambian population is under the age of 16 due
to the ravaging effects of HIV/AIDS.
And Neal Samudre, writer for the Rethink
team, said that the area is full of peril for young
children. Some are kidnapped and trained in
voodoo. Some wander aimlessly on the streets.
Many are forced to act as parents to their
younger siblings.
Brandt said the Rethink team hopes to sell
1,000 prints to raise $10,000 by this coming
February. Except for a small portion to cover
printing costs, all proceeds go to Gibson’s work
in Zambia.
The art sold comes from a variety of sources. Friends of Brandt and the Rethink team, as
well as others who have taken an interest in
this cause, have contributed their work. Many
of the photographs come from Brandt himself.
College students are encouraged to get
involved by buying or submitting artwork and
spreading the word to further the mission of
Art for Orphans. Interested artists should contact Brandt through the Rethink website.

Family Legacy has long-term goals for the
expansion and growth of Art for Orphans.
“We want to continue partnering with
Family Legacy,” Samudre said. “We’re looking
to continue long-term and support other nonprofits. We want our art to change the world
and to have some sort of significance. This is
one way to make this lasting impact. This is
how we are changing the world.”
Samudre said while the Rethink team
originally sought to simply support Gibson
personally, they have developed a passion for
saving Zambian lives.
Valentine said Art for Orphans is brainstorming ideas for a strategic advertising campaign for the fall, targeting different colleges
throughout the country, inclulding Cedarville
University .
Brandt also said he wanted to introduce
eye-catching posters to the collection — a
product that would appeal to the college-aged
population.
“My biggest goal at this point is to get it
to be something that at least the CU students
can participate in,” he said. “I would love for
it to become something that regularly happens
at CU.”

Art for Orphans can be further explored
at http://afo.rethinkcreative.org.
Kaity Kenniv is a sophomore Biblical studies
major and a reporter for Cedars. She loves
reading by a blazing fireplace, taking long
walks in the autumn and a cup of hot tea in
the morning.
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Jesse Bowser: Apparel Designer
by Anna Dembowski

T

he sky — or rather his dorm room – is
the limit for sophomore Jesse Bowser.
Bowser, a graphic design major, uses his
dorm room as a design studio for his apparel
design business, Vernos Apparel, through
which he sells T-shirts and sweatshirts with
hand-printed designs he created.
“At the moment it’s all hand-done,” Bowser
said. “I do it just out of a dorm. Everything people
own has been 100 percent hand printed by myself.”
Bowser said his process includes sketching
a design and recreating it in Adobe Illustrator.
He then transfers the design to a thick sheet of
paper and cuts it out to act like a professional
stencil. The stenciled design is transferred to
the sweatshirt or T-shirt by hand with ink.
The business’ Facebook page lists seven designs for purchase, all of them including the words,
“Vernos” or “Vernos Brand.” The page refers to the
clothing as “hand-printed, quality threads.”
Joanna Wheatley, a junior nursing major,
said Vernos Apparel is a play on words. She
said Bowser thought of “very nice” – something people say when they see something they
like – and called his apparel “Vernos,” pronounced as if “very nice” was slurred.
Bowser said the experience he’s gaining
from designing Vernos Apparel is preparing
him for a more permanent career in apparel
design.
“A big part of that industry comes through
experience,” he said, “so this is really giving me
a great outlet to start experimenting and experiencing that side of it – the responsibility that
comes with that, the personal creativity that
comes with it, my own designs.”
Mark Taggart, Bowser’s roommate, said
he believes Bowser’s determination will land
him a career in apparel design.
“He’ll keep doing everything he can to get
where he wants to go with this,” Taggart said.
“He’s using all his resources, expanding who
he talks to (professionally). He really wants
this. I think he’s eventually going to get it, because that’s just how his personality is.”
Although Bowser said he has always been
passionate about art, he said he didn’t become
specifically interested in graphic design until
he took a basic graphics class his senior year
of high school. Bowser said it was around that
time that he started Vernos Apparel, but he
has been submitting his artwork for the past
few years to designbyhumans, a website that
allows designers to upload their artwork to be
voted on. The winning designs, those with the
most votes, are printed on T-shirts and phone
cases and are sold by the website.
One of Bowser’s designs won last year,
and, in addition to having his design printed
on T-shirts, Bowser said the win allowed him
to open his own online design shop, called
Feel the Horizon, this past winter. This shop
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having an “outdoors-mixed-with-askater-type” theme. He also said the
designs are abstract and include original ideas.
“(They’re) incorporating things
people usually haven’t seen or aren’t
used to seeing,” Taggart said, “and I
think that’s what draws people in.”
Wheatley said Bowser’s designs,
which she described as having a “sophisticated nature” theme, are inspired more by Bowser’s own imagination than by things he sees in the
world. Bowser said his current designs
have been created with the consumer
in mind.
“Often when it comes to design
and art, it’s really personal stuff, like,
‘This is what I like,’” he said. “But
you really have to have the consumer
in mind and create things that other
people are going to want to purchase,
but things I’m satisfied with myself. I’m not going to create things I
wouldn’t want to wear, but I want to
create things other people would want
to wear.”
Bowser said his greatest limit
Photo by Melissa Johnson
in designing has been his access to
Sophomore Jesse Bowser started his apparel design
equipment. He said he looks forward
business, Vernos Apparel, when he was in high school.
to acquiring the proper equipment
Through it, he sells T-shirts and sweatshirts he designed.
or establishing a partnership with a
features several more of his designs through
screen printer to do screen printing
designbyhumans.
with his apparel. But Bowser said he hasn’t let
“All I have to do is provide the artwork, limited equipment hinder his quality.
and they print, sell and ship the shirts and
“It’s really caused me to get really crephone cases for me,” Bowser said in an email. ative,” he said, “because I’m not willing to sac“It has been a really awesome experience so rifice quality for comfort or just the easy way
far, and has given me a place to use all my de- to do it.”
signs that are separate from Vernos. Knowing
And Taggart said Bowser spends as much
that there are people around the world wearing or more time on his designs as he does on his
my shirts is pretty incredible.”
schoolwork because he’s not willing to sacrifice
Bowser said that Vernos Apparel didn’t that quality.
turn into much of anything until he came to
“He is definitely doing it every day,” TagCedarville, and Wheatley said Bowser’s busi- gart said. “It’s not something that he like picks
ness has spread around campus by word-of- up and puts off; it’s pretty much part of his evmouth.
eryday life.”
“(It’s been) successful in that everyone
Bowser said he has acted on his passion for
that has (Vernos brand apparel), loves it,” designing by creating Vernos Apparel because it
Wheatley said. “I know every time I wear my is a gift and a passion God has given him.
sweatshirt, it gets compliments around here.”
“I’m just like an example of people really
Wheatley said the quality of Bowser’s de- taking the next step to pursue their passions,”
signs is what sets his work apart. She said he Bowser said. “So I think it’s really important
sets a high standard for both himself and the for people to realize that so much of the things
clothing that he produces.
that we look for in this world, whether it be
“It’s doesn’t take him long to come up with clothing – or just whatever, music, art – you
something that’s super great,” she said.
can find it here. You just have to remember
Taggart said Bowser’s designing talent is to look to your fellow student for that kind of
unique because of how far he can expand one idea. thing.”
“He can take one thing and make a dozen
different designs out of that one idea, and each Anna Dembowski is a sophomore journalism
one is unique and looks completely different major and assistant campus news editor for
from the other,” Taggart said. “But it’s still Cedars. She likes nearly anything that is the
hinged on the same idea.”
color purple and enjoys spelling the word “agTaggart described Bowser’s designs as athokakological.”
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Editors’ Picks 2013-2014
Movies:
“The Lego Movie”
It seems like “The Lego Movie” was swept aside in light of
much bigger and supposedly more important movies surrounding its release. If you missed this gem, go see it, even if you never
liked Legos. While the movie is basically a giant Lego commercial, the combination of a great storyline, pristine animation,
quirky characters and a beautiful message create a movie about
plastic toys on par with the “Toy Story” series. It is nearly impossible to finish the movie without having the peppy tune of
“Everything is Awesome” bouncing around in your head. Put
down the cliche superhero movie or pointless comedy and take a
chance with “The Lego Movie.” You won’t regret it.

Music:
“City Harbor” by City Harbor
City Harbor released its self-titled debut album in February. Its members, the Christian duo Molly Reed and Robby
Earle, sing songs different from those catchy sound-goodbut-don’t-make-sense worship songs we often find ourselves
critiquing in theological discussions or singing in the shower
when we’re half asleep. The truth of a faithful God revealing
himself in our messy lives is the essence of City Harbor’s lyrics. And the truth of our unfaithfulness but our desire to be
healed, free and loved is also something the duo sings about.
“Lift it Up,” my favorite song in the album, is a prayer of
a broken and confused person who’s surrendering everything
to God. “I Will Rest,” another favorite, speaks of the comfort
we find in God simply being God. And “Like I Am” shares the
beautiful realization of someone understanding that we are
defined by God’s love, not by our mistakes: “You see the good,
You see the bad, and You love me like I am.”
Listening to City Harbor’s album will leave you grateful
and in awe of who God is, what he’s done and what he’s doing
in your life: “You’ve got a plan God. You’re timing’s perfect.
Even in the darkness, I know You’re working.”

Mike Mains & the Branches

From the amazing
range of the lead vocalist,
Mike Mains, to the passionate, heartbreaking lyrics,
Mike Mains & the Branches
has it all. Comprised of
three wonderful members,
MMATB sings about life,
love and Jesus in a gritty,
soulful manner.
Their sound is a mixture of Mumford & Sons
and Brand New, and their
lyrics have strange and
wonderful metaphors similar to Twenty One Pilots. From the
death of a child to the understanding of a need for rest, every song will awaken you to the amazing talent God has given
these musicians. The lyrics, while catchy, make you think
about life, love and Jesus.
And to top it all off, they have one of the best stage presences I’ve ever seen. They love what they do, and it shows with every
head bang and shoulder shake. Check them out on Spotify now!
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Books:
“Tiger Lily” by Jodi Lynn Anderson
“Peter Pan” is arguably one of the best stories ever told, and this
unique retelling is absolutely fantastic from start to finish. A story about
Neverland and Tinkerbell may sound happy and childish, but “Tiger Lily”
is neither. It tells the classic tale in a more realistic manner. Peter Pan
doesn’t fly. There is no pixie dust or a tick-tocking crocodile trying to
devour a crazed Captain Hook. And Tiger Lily is the central character –
daunting and hardened, but somehow vulnerable when she develops a
friendship with the infamous Peter Pan. This novel is raw and painful. It’s
a beautifully written and heartbreaking look at the untold side of Neverland, the vices that consume us and the harm that can come from trying to
be something other than what we are. “Tiger Lily” will fascinate, enthrall
and ultimately wreck you as only the best books can.

“Schindler’s List” by Thomas Keneally

“Schindler’s List” is an international
bestseller that tells the story of prison camp
director Oskar Schindler and his attempts to
save the lives of Polish Jews from German
gas chambers during World War II. As a
fan of World War II history and a sucker for
“based on a true story” books and movies,
this classic was right up my alley.
Schindler was a wealthy young businessman at the beginning of World War II.
He easily could have turned a blind eye to
the ethnic cleansing and genocide carefully
planned by the National Socialist German
Workers’ Party. Instead, he focused on making his factories integral to the Nazi war efforts, ensuring that any Jews he employed
would be safe from exile to a death camp.
Keneally traveled the world to interview over fifty World War II survivors who owe their survival to Schindler’s actions. He also visited the sites
of Polish concentration camps and Schindler’s factories. His research enabled Keneally to depict Schindler as he was, without sentiment or exaggeration. Schindler was not without his flaws. He had affairs with several
women and did not hesitate to bribe officials whose influence he wished
to sway in his favor. Yet, this man singlehandedly saved more Jews from
extermination than any other person during World War II. If you are a
history buff or simply enjoy spending some of that extensive free time you
have as a college student reading, this book is for you.

Place to De-Stress:
Fetch, otherwise known as the puppy store in the Fairfield Commons Mall

Basically, puppies eat stress. And when classes and/or life in general are starting to overwhelm you, the best way to de-stress is to play with some puppies. Despite the sudden influx of puppies with K-9’s at the Ville now at Cedarville, there
are definitely not enough puppies to go around. That is where Fetch comes in.
Fetch sells puppies and kittens, but the puppies are the ones that eat stress. The
kittens are cute, but you can’t play with them. Plus they turn into cats, and cats
are just cats. There are little play areas available for people to play with the puppies, though. Remember to bring some form of ID with you because sometimes the
workers check to make sure you are 18 or older. If you have no ID, you may not be
able to play. Also, the earlier you show up in the day the better. The popular breeds
like huskies, labs, golden retrievers and the other dogs that don’t look like rats are
usually all played out in the evenings and may be asleep.
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Radio sitcom:

TV Shows:

“Cabin Pressure”

“Horrible Histories”
Have you ever
been in a situation
where you had to
list all the kings and
queens of England
but couldn’t? Do you
need a refresher on
history?
If you answered
“yes” to either of
those questions, then
“Horrible Histories”
is for you.
“Horrible Histories” is a children’s show on the BBC, which ran for
five seasons, with the final season coming out just last year. Based off the
series of books of the same name, “Horrible Histories” is a Monty Pythonesque show, teaching history through sketches and song parodies.
What better way is there to learn about the Incan priests than a parody of “Stayin’ Alive” (in “Horrible Histories,” it’s “Ain’t Stayin’ Alive”)?
Or maybe you have trouble keeping straight Henry VIII’s six wives? Well,
there’s a song for that (complete with hand motions!) – “The Wives of
Henry VIII: Divorced, Beheaded & Died.”
And who doesn’t love a good “High School Musical” parody, especially
when it’s about vicious Spartans (“Spartan School Musical”)? Of course,
there’s also always a time when you need to know who the four most evil
Roman emperors were. But where could you find that and learn it in a
catchy song? Oh, that’s right – “Horrible Histories” in “The Evil Emperor’s
Song.”

“Enlisted”

“Enlisted” might be the best new
show you’ve never heard of. As the name
implies, “Enlisted” is a workplace comedy about life in the military. The show
centers around the Hill brothers, Pete,
Derrick and Randy. Pete, the eldest, is a
war hero sent home on disciplinary leave.
He finds himself stationed in Florida
with his two younger brothers as part of
a rear detachment (soldiers who stay behind when a unit is deployed). Rear D is
home to an eclectic group of soldiers, and
Pete must put his war days aside to lead
this band of misfits.
Unlike some other envelope-pushing
sitcoms, “Enlisted” doesn’t need to be
vile in order to be funny. Instead of the
usual sex jokes typically found on Friday
night TV shows, the humor of “Enlisted”
comes from its witty dialogue and unique
characters. Not only is the show well-written, but it also features topnotch acting (a rare combo for television these days). Nowhere is this
more noticeable than in the dynamic between the drastically different
Hill brothers.
Though the future of this budding comedy looks grim (FOX recently
pulled it from their scheduled programming), you can still watch episodes online at Fox.com and Hulu.

“Cabin Pressure” was written by John Finnemore
and relates the struggles of a small charter airline trying to stay afloat. However, MJN Air’s owner Carolyn
Knapp-Shappey (Stephanie Cole) will undoubtedly
assure you that she does not run an airline, she runs
an airdot. (In order to have an airline, you must have
more than one plane. You cannot put one plane in a
line. Since she only owns one plane, she has an airdot.)

Carolyn has a small crew with such clashing personalities that you wonder how they possibly get along.
But somehow it all works.
The characters (Captain Martin Crieff as voiced
by Benedict Cumberbatch, First Officer Douglas Richardson as voiced by Richard Allam and steward Arthur
Shappey as voiced by show creator John Finnemore)
are so well-written that the audience gets drawn into
the story and truly cares about what happens.
Will MJN survive all their ups and downs? Will
the four crew members be able to eat 400 quiches?
How will they get a piano to Ottery St. Mary from Fitton when everything comes crashing down around
them? How long can a cat survive in an unheated cargo
hold at 34,000 feet?
Finnemore’s comedic genius comes through his
scripts and his performance as Arthur. This show highlights many different tones of humor – the sarcastic,
the dry, the ignorant and the truly hilarious, just to
name a few.
Finnemore’s brilliance and style have never wavered throughout the existing 25 episodes, and the series finale will be as strong as the others. So far, the
show has titled its episodes from “Abu Dhabi” to “Yverdon-les-Bains,” with the final episode titled “Zurich.”
Yes, Finnemore created a 26-episode long sitcom with
titles running in (mostly) alphabetical order.
Unfortunately, all good things must come to an
end. The final episode of “Cabin Pressure” was recorded on Feb. 23 to be aired sometime this year (and it
can’t come soon enough for me!).

For more editors’ picks, visit ReadCedars.com
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